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ABSTRACT 

,.-----NOTICE------, 
Th is report was prepu ed as an account of ~ark 
sponso red by the United Statts ~vernment . Neither 
the United States nor the Umted States Energy 
Research and Development Administra t~on , nor any of 
their empklyees, nor any of then cont ractou, 
subcontnctors , or their employees, makes any 
warra nty , express or implied, or assumes any legal 
liabilit y or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness o f any informa tion, a pp~ra t us, product or 
process disclosed, o r repr_ese nts that ats use would not 
infri nge privately owned ng.h ts. 

A natural extension of the design procedure for 
liquid-based solar space and water heating systems 
is a similar dnalysis for solar heating systems 
using air as the heat transfer fluid. In this 
paper, a solar air heating system incorporating 
a flat-plate air heater and packed bed thermal 
storage is described and a simulation model for 
the system is developed. 

The results of many simulations of the air heat
ing system are used to establish the relationship 
between system performance and the system design 
and meteorological variables. The results are 
presented in analytic and qraphical form, re-
ferred to as an f-chart for solar air heating 
systems . The results of simulations in several 
widely different climates suggest that the in
formation presented in the f-chart is location 
independent. Methods of estimating the per
formance of air heating systems having a collec
tor air capacitance rate and a storage capacity 
Qther than those used to generate the f-chart 
are included. 

A comparison of the performance of air and 
liquid based systems is afforded by a comparison 
of their respective f-charts. The air system 
is shown to perform better at high load fractions 
supplied by solar energy than a liquid-based 
system with the same collector thermal perfonnance 
parameters. 

A method of estimating the long-term thermal performance of solar 
space and domestic water heating systems which use liquids as the energy 
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transfer and storage mediums is available [l ,2,3]. This paper is an 
extension of the design method for solar heating systems which heat 
air and store the energy in a packed bed. The approach, similar to 
that used in the previous study, is to identify the important dimen
sionless variables of the system and to use computer simulations to 
develop a correlation between these variables and long-term system 
performance. The correlation, presented in both analytic and graphica~ 
form, is referred to as an 11 f-charC. The f-chart for solar air heating 
systems is presented and compared to that for the l i4uiJ-Gased systems. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLAR AIR HEATING SYSTEM 

The c:;nlnr ,:nr hP.ating system chose11 fur · ir~vestigation is shown 
schematically in Fig. l. Air li~ating systems of this configurat1on 
have been installed in the Denver Solar House [4], in CSU Solar House 
II [5], and in other solar houses. 

This syst~n has three morlp~ of operation. Mode l occurs when 
solar energy is availahlP for collection and there is a space heating 
load. Then, room t~mperature air is drawn through the solar collectors, 
heated, and returned to the building. Mode 2 occurs when solar energy 
is available for collection at times when there is no space heating 
load. Air from the bottom of the packed bed is drawn through the 
solar collectors, heated, and returned to the top of the storage 
unit. The hot air moving down through the bed heats the pebbles re
sulting in sensible heat storage. Mode 3 occurs when no solar energy 
can be collected but there is a space heating load. Hot air is ~rawn 
from the top of the packed bed into the house and room temperature 
air is returned to the bottom of the bed. In modes l and 3, auxiliary 
energy from a conventional furnace may supplement the solar contribu
tion. Energy required for domestic hot water is provided in some 
systems by heat exchange from the hot air entering or exiting the 
collector (shown exiting in Fig. 1) to a small domestic w·ater pre
heat tank. The hot water is further heated to an acceptable tempera
ture, if required. by a conventional water heater. 

Models used in the computer simulations for the solar collector, 
the space and water heating loads, and the auxiliary energy supply 
are identical to those developed for the liquid-based solar heating 
system described in Refs. [1,2,3]. The solar air heating system 
differs from the liquid system primarily because of its packed bed 
energy storage and the manner in which· the system is controlled. 
Models of the system control strategy and packed bed energy storage 
are described in the following sections. 

CONTROL STRATEGY 

The mode of operation of the solar air heating system in Fig. 1 
is determined by the position of the motorized dampP.rs. Whenever the 



collector is operatin~, damper A is in the position indicated by the 
solid line; otherwise, its position is indicated by the dotted line. 
The collector operation is controlled by an on-off differential 
controller monitoring the temperatures of the air in the collector 
outlet manifold, T , and in the·bottom of the pebble bed, TN, as 
indicated. in Eq. 1~ 

T0 TN.:_ 6T 1 

T
0

,.. TN.:_ 6T2 

Collector is operating 

Collector is off 
( 1 ) 

~T and 6T ~re controller deadbands ideally chosen so that the energy 
collected ~sat least equivalent to the energy required to operate the 
blower. Both 6T1 and 6T2 have been chosen to be 5°C ~n ~he examples . 
noted here. Dampers Band C.are cont1·olled by the bUild1ng thermostat. 
Whenever the building needs heat, the dampers are in the positions 
indicated by the dotted line.s in Fig. 1 .. Otherwise, their positions 
are those indicated by the solid lines. 

The system control strategy could be modelled exactly in the 
mannet just described. However, smill time steps (and is .a result, 
excessive computation) would then be required in the simulation, since 
the system may shift from one mode of operation to another in a period 
on the order of a few minutes. An alternative method of modelling 
system performance, suitable for long-term simulations, is not to 
follow the system mode changes exactly, but rather to assume that during 
any time period, the system operates in whatever modes necessary to 
maintain the building temperature at the desired level. Then by com
paring energy rates, it is .Possible to determine the frac,tion .. of the 
time period in which the system oper~ted in each mode. 

During each tjme period, th~ rate of energy collection is compared 
with the rate of energy required to meet the heating load using the 
collector and load models described in Refs. [1 ,2,3]. If there is zero 
energy collection, the system is assumed to be in mode 3 operation. 
If the rate of energy collection is non-zero, but smaller than the 
rate of energy required by the load, it is assumed that the system is 
in model operation. If the rate of energy collection is greater than 
the rate at which energy is required, the fraction of the time period 
which the system would have to be in mode l operation to just satisty 
the load is calculated; the system is assumed to be in mode 2 operation 
during the remainder of the period. This method of calculating system 
performance allows the simulation to use time steps on the order of an 
hour withqut a sacrifi~e in·the .accuracy of the calculated long-term 
system performance. 

PACKED BED THERMAL STORAGE 

The tempefatures of the air and the packing material in the storage 



unit can be described as a function of ~xial position in the bed and 
time by a set of two partial different~al equations [6,7]. These 
equations can be solved by numerical method·s; however, small time and 
distahce step siies are required in order to maintain accuracy which 
causes this model of packed bed th~rmal storage to be expensive in 
terms of computing costs. 

A simpler model of packed bed therm~l storage, useful for long
tenn simulations of solar air heating systems, has.been developed by 
Hughes, Klein, and Close [7]. The model wa·s developed by assuming 
that the volumetric heat tr~hsfer coefficient between the bed and 
the air is infinitely large (infinite NTU model). In this case, the 
rPl~tinns gnvArning packed bed thermal perform~nc~ reduce to a single 
partial differential equation since the packing material and air 
temperature at any point in the bed are identical. Using finite 
difference methods, the bed is divided into a number of segments along 
the now di-rection. The partial differentinl E'C!Ili'ltion is transformed. 
into a setof ordinary differe·ntial equations, one for-each segment. 
It has been found that the finite differ·er1ce ct~lif·oximation of the 
infinite NTU model having five segments provides a sufficientlY . 
accurate description of .thermal storage for long-term simulations 
of solar air heating systems. 

f-CHART FOR SOLAR AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 

In a manner identical to that used to develop the ·f-chart for 
liquid-based solar heating systems, the fraction, f, of the monthly 
total heatil')g load supplied by solar energy calculated by the simula
tion model has been correlated to the dimensionl~ss groups X and Y. 

( 2) 

y = (3) 

where 

A is the collector area. 

is a reference temperature chosen to be 100°C; 

is the monthly average ambient temperature. 



S is the monthly total radiation incident on the 
collector ~urface (per unit area). A ~ethod of 
estimating S f~om records of.the average daily 

- radiation on a horizontal surface is given in 
.Refs. [1,~~,3]. 

L is the monthly total space and ~ater heating loads. 

( m.) is the wefghted average transmi ttance-absorptance 
product for the transparent covers and the absrirbe~ 
plate of the collecto.r. For collectors oriented 
dire.ctly towards the equator at a sl£pe from 0 
to 15° greater than the latitude, .(Ta) is approxi
mately 93% and 91% of the transmittance-absorptance 
product at normal incidence for l and 2 glass 
co~er collectors re~pectively . 

. The collector design parametes, FR' UL and (Ta)n, ca~ be determined 
for a specified collector in the manner de~cribed in Duffie and Beckman 
[8] or from collector test results such as those presented by Vernon 
and Simon [9]. The ranges of the design parameter values examined in 
the simulations are given in Table 1. The correlation, determined by 
a least squares fit to the simulation results, is given in· Eq. 4 . 

. The standard deviation of the simulated system performance from the 
correlation is 0.033 on a monthly basis and 0.017 when monthly values 
ar~ used to determine the year ~verage performance. The correlation 
h~s been compared with simulatio~ results for heating systems in 
Madison, Wisconsin, Albuquerque, ~ew Mexico, Blue Hill, Massachusetts, 
Boulder, Colorado, arid Charleston, South Carolina. A graphical 
representation of Eq. 4, appears in Fig. 2. 

f = l.040Y.- 0.065X- 0.159Y 2 + 0.00187X2 - o:oo95Y 3 · (4) 

0 < y < 3.0 

for 0 < x < 18.0 and 0 < f < 1. 

Y > 0.07X 

The collector overall efficiency factor, F , which appears in 
tha dimensi~nless groups X andY is a function §f the collector fl~id 
capacitance rate as discussed in Duffie and Beckman [8]. Aside from 
affecting {he value of F , a change in capacitance rate affects the 
thermal stratification i" the packed bed.· An in~rease in air flowr~te 
tends to improve system performance by increasing.the value of FR' 
but ·it also tends to decrease performance somewhat by reducing 
the degree of thermal stratification in the packed bed. 
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TABLE 1 

Ranges of Desi~n Parameter Val~es Examined 
for Solar Air Heating Systems 

. 0.6<(TC~) < 0.9 - n -· 

· 5. 0 ~- FRA < 120.0 m2 
-

7.5 < UL 30.0 kJ hr -1 -2o '-1 .< m · C -

30.0 < s < 90.0 . deqrees 

300.0 < UA < 2400.0 kJ hr-loc-:l· 

-1 -2 -1 (me ) IF A = 58.7 kJ hr m ·::~c 
p c R 

VpappCy./FRA = 400.00 kJ m -2uc-l 

I 

The f-chart for air heating systems was generated for a collector _1 air capacitance rate per equivalent collector area of 58.7 kJ hr-1 m-2 oc .. 
The performance of .SYS!fms having collector capacitance rates between 30 
and 120 kJ hr-: 1. m-2 °C can be estimated by multiplying the values of 

[ 
. ]0 28 

X by [(~C~)c/FRA]/58.7 • . · . 

The results of many simulations in which the packed bed storage 
capacity PEfr equivalent collector area was varied from 200 to 1600 
kJ m-2 oc- indicate th~t thp r~rfnrmance of ~ir heating ~ystems is 
slightly less sensitive to storage capacity than liquid-based systems. 
One explanation for the reduced sensitivity is that the air heating 
system can operate in the collector-load mode, in which storage is not 
used. The f-chart for air heating system? was qenerated for a· storaae 
capacity per equivalent area of 400 kJ m-2 oc-1. The performance of 
system~ -with other storage capacities can be det;r~ined by multiplying 
the dimensionless group X by [VpappCr/FRA)/400]- · .. 

COMPARISON OF THE LIQUID AND AIR HEAT[NG SYSTEMS 

A. comparison of the f-charts for the liquid and air systems 
indicates that, for the same values of X andY, the air system out
performs the liquid system, particularly for systems designed to supply 
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a large fraction of the heating load. There are several reasons for 
this behavior. First, the average collector fluid inlet temperature 
is lower for the air system (and thus the collector efficiency is 
higher} than that for the liquid system at times when there is a 
space heating load, since in this case,·room temperature air is 
circulated through the air heater and returned to the building. 
Second, the thermal stratification is ordinarily maintained at a 
higher level in pebble beds than in wa·ter tanks primarily because 
of the smaller fluid ·capaci"tance r·ates normally used in air heaters. 
A third reason is that a heat exchanger between the storage unit and 
the heating load is not required in an air heating system and thus 
the penalties associated with heat exchange are avoided. Fourth, 
air systems do not 11 dump 11 energy as liquid systems dowhen the fluid 
temperature reaches its boiling point, and· fifth, the ·storage capacity 
used to generate the f-chart for the aii systems is slightly larger 
than that used for the liquid systems. It cannot be concluded, however, 
that air he~ting systems perform better than liquid systems. The 
overall collector efficiency factor, FR, i~ ordinarily lower f6r air 
heaters. As a result X and Y are ordiNarily lower and th~s the 
performance of an air system may be equivalent to or lower than that 
of a liquid system·, all else being the same. 
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FIGURE 1 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF· A. SOLAR AIR HEATING SYSTEM 
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